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Presentation
Name: Per Kristian Rekdal
Age: 40
Education:
M. Sci.: theoretical physics, NTNU, (1992-1997)
Ph.D.: quantum optics, NTNU, (1998-2001)
Post Doc: quantum optics, Imperial C., (2002-2004)
Post Doc: quantum optics, UniGraz, (2005-2006)
# published papers: 15
h-index : 6
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what is the “arXiv”?
the arXiv = an archive for electronic preprints of scientific
papers in the fields of
mathematics
physics
computer science
statistics
quantitative finance
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what is the “arXiv”? (cont.)
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what is the “arXiv”? (cont.)
in many fields of mathematics and physics, almost all
scientific papers are self-archived on the arXiv
on October 3, 2008, arXiv.org passed the half-million
article milestone
the preprint archive started August 1991
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what is the “arXiv”? ( cont.)
arXiv was originally hosted at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory (USA) and called the LANL preprint archive
(xxx.lanl.gov)
today it is hosted and operated by Cornell University (USA)
it changed its name and address to arXiv.org in 1999 for
greater flexibility (arxiv.org)
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what is the “arXiv”? ( cont.)
a majority of the e-prints are also submitted to journals for
publication, but some work, including some very influential
papers, remain purely as e-prints and are never published
in a peer-reviewed journal
by 2012 the submission rate has grown to more than 7000
per month
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Monthly Submission Rate
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Copyright
Files on arXiv can have a number of different copyright
statuses:
1 some are public domain, in which case they will have a
statement saying so.
2 some are available under either the Creative Commons 3.0
Attribution-Share alike license
3 some are copyright to the publisher, but the author has the
right to distribute them and has given arXiv a non-exclusive
irrevocable license to distribute them
4 most are copyright to the author, and arXiv has only a
non-exclusive irrevocable license to distribute them
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